Fig 7  Elementary Verbal Relations: Abbreviated Figure
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*Form is what the person says, writes, signs, finger spells, etc.
Among these verbal relations, some that come under “point to point correspondence” actually expand Skinner’s original work. Why? Because, to keep things simple, he mostly used auditory (stimulus) / vocal (response) examples. But the whole analysis applies equally well to stimuli and responses in the other sense modes.

For instance, when a stimulus is an auditory evocative [see Fig. 7] stimulus, and the response is vocal (with a reinforcing consequence mediated by other people’s behavior, as when they provide approval), AND when the form of the response has point to point correspondence and formal similarity with the stimulus, then Skinner used the term “echoic.” Change auditory to visual and vocal to written, and you have “copy text.” Or change to “making a sign [the response] that you see someone else make [the stimulus]” and you have “mimetic” (i.e., an “echoic” in sign language).
[Evocative replaces the somewhat agential discriminative.]

**Or**, what about point to point correspondence without formal similarity?

For instance, when a stimulus is a *visual* evocative stimulus like something written, and the response is *vocal* like English reading (with a reinforcing consequence mediated by other people’s behavior, as when they provide appreciation*), THEN *the form of the response has point to point correspondence, but lacks formal similarity, with the stimulus… For this we use the term “textual.”*

Change visual to *auditory* (stimulus) and vocal to *written* (response) as in English (...), and you have “taking dictation.”

We will soon see many examples of all of these relations.

*People can provide their own appreciation, when they hear their own correct response, by virtue of also being a listener...
Fig 8 Elementary Verbal Relations (common terms)

What speaker\(^2\) wants (motivative variable)

**Mand**
(requesting, demanding)

Form\(^1\) of response controlled by

What speaker sees, hears, etc.

Verbal S (word, number, symbol)

Non verbal S (object, property, action; )

and R is the same word as the S and response-product\(^3\) is in same sense mode as S

and R is a different word from the S and response-product\(^3\) is not in same sense mode as S

**Tact**
(naming, labeling)

**Intraverbal**
(word sequence)

Echolal (say words you hear)

Copying a text (write words you see)

Mimetic (make sign you see someone else make)

Textual (say words you see)

Taking Dictation (write words you hear)

---

\(^1\)Form is what the person says, writes, signs, etc.

\(^2\)Speaker is the producer of the vb: speaker, writer, signer, etc.

\(^3\)Response product is the stimulus produced by the response.
Fig 9 Elementary Verbal Relations (technical terms)

EO ← Form¹ of response controlled by → SD

Mand

Verbal SD (response product² of another's vb³) → Non verbal SD

Tact

point to point correspondence⁴ between R and SD

Intra verbal

no point to point correspondence⁴ between R and SD

no formal similarity⁵ between response product² and SD

Echoic

Copying a Text

Mimetic (sign)

Textual

Taking Dictation

¹ Form is what the person says, writes, signs, etc.
² Response product is the stimulus produced by the response
³ Complex issue: some R-products of another's vb are not verbal
⁴ Pt to pt correspondence: parts of R controlled by parts of S
⁵ Formal similarity: R-product and SD are in same sense mode and resemble each other (look alike, sound alike)
“Verbal stimuli” is a tricky concept to define. The problem is this: We start by saying that “a verbal stimulus is a stimulus that results from someone else’s verbal behavior.” But people’s verbal behavior has more than just verbal characteristics; if we forget this, then those characteristics may mislead our analysis.

For example, when someone says “tiger,” the sound that is produced is a verbal stimulus for others because the person said “tiger” as a result of a verbal relation (such as seeing a tiger [a tact relation], or seeing the word “tiger” [a textual], where the typical reinforcing consequence is some attention provided by another person). Correct so far. BUT what if a person in a group said “tiger,” as a tact, loudly? Or softly? Loudly, because a tiger lunged at the group. Or softly, because the person spotted a tiger in the distance. Such controlling variables, here controlling intensity, are non–verbal, yet they are inseparable from the saying of “tiger.” (More…)
Tricky! Yet for verbal behavior analysis, we can generally ignore the non-verbal characteristics of verbal stimuli. (In a sense, the same holds for verbal responses, such as the tiger tact in that example, but the non-verbal characteristics of verbal responses generally cause less confusion…)

Another example: A “No Smoking” sign is a verbal stimulus. But it can be BIG or small, plain or fancy, and in some (Any!) color. These are all non-verbal characteristics…

Moving along: we will now take another quick look at two verbal characteristics sometimes shared by verbal stimuli and verbal response products: “point to point correspondence” and “formal similarity.” Regarding these, remember that, while a verbal stimulus is the product of a previous verbal response, verbal responses can occur due to that verbal stimulus, and these verbal responses produce products that can be verbal stimuli…
Point to Point Correspondence: You can break the stimulus into parts, and you can break the response product into parts. In some verbal relations, the stimulus parts correspond to the response product parts on a part by part basis. This is called point to point correspondence.

Example: A student hears you say to write “cat” and so writes cat. The parts of the auditory stimulus “cat” (the product of your saying “cat”) are “c,” “a,” and “t” (as phonemes). And these correspond to the parts of the product of the student’s writing response: the written “c,” “a,” and “t” as “cat.” (This verbal relation is called “Taking Dictation” and has no “formal similarity.” What’s that? That comes soon.)

Non–Example: You hear someone say “dog” and you say “cat.” Each has parts (even the same number of parts) but the parts do not correspond. The whole response (“cat”) is to the whole stimulus (“dog”), not to the parts or phonemes.
**Figure 9—Addendum Part 4**

*Formal Similarity:* If the stimulus parts correspond to the response product parts on a part by part basis (i.e., there is *point to point correspondence*), AND if the stimulus parts are physically structurally similar to the response product parts, then the stimulus and response product are said to have *formal similarity* also.

*Example:* You ask a student to “say cat” and the student says “cat.” The auditory parts of the verbal stimulus that you provided the student (“c–a–t” as phonemes) are structurally similar to the parts of the product of the student’s vocal response (“c–a–t” as phonemes) so not only is point to point correspondence present but also formal similarity. (This verbal relation is called “echoic.”) If the student saw “cat” and then wrote “cat,” formal similarity would still be present (the verbal relation called “copy text”). . .

*Non–Examples:* Hear “cat,” write “cat”; see “cat,” say “cat”...
A Guide to ELEMENTARY Verbal Operant Relationships

Figures 7, 8, & 9 A SPL

Verbal Behavior:

- Controlled by either a prior non-verbal $S^{Ev}$ or a prior verbal $S^{Ev}$ ($S^{Ev} =$ Evocative stimulus)

  - Is the $S^{Ev}$ a verbal stimulus?
    - YES $\rightarrow$ TACT (Controlled by non-verbal $S^{Ev}$s and general reinforcers)
    - NO $\downarrow$ NO
  - NO $\rightarrow$ INTRAVERBAL (Controlled by verbal $S^{Ev}$s lacking Point-to-Point Correspondence, and general reinforcers)

- Thematic Control (No Point-to-Point Correspondence)

- Formal Control (Point-to-Point Correspondence is present, providing more precise control over each response form plus general reinforcers for both codics and duplcs)

  - Does the verbal $S^{Ev}$ have “Point-to-Point Correspondence” (between stimulus and response…)?
    - YES $\rightarrow$?
    - NO $\downarrow$
  - Does the verbal $S^{Ev}$ also have “Formal Similarity” (between stimulus and response product)?
    - YES $\rightarrow$?
    - NO $\downarrow$

- MAND (Controlled by EO and reinforcer specified in the mand)

- CODIC (Controlled by verbal $S^{Ev}$s with Point-to-Point Correspondence but lacking Formal Similarity, as these subtypes)

- DUPLIC (Controlled by verbal $S^{Ev}$s with both Point-to-Point Correspondence and Formal Similarity, as these subtypes)

- Textual
- Echoic
- Copying
- Taking
- Dictation
- Other…?
- Mimetic, & Other…?

*NOTE: single-component stimulus/response combinations are not considered to have Point-to-Point Correspondence since, in these cases, control is thematic over more than one possible response (e.g., the letter A controls “a” or “ah” responses); so they are treated as intraverbal relationships…
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